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US$700 Million
Development in Bulawayo North
An investment in our generation and the one to come.
This is an incredible opportunity not just to develop property and housing that
is much needed by a ballooning population, but to stimulate the economy and
create jobs.
This housing development is a united project involving many stakeholders and
it will change the very face and fabric of the Bulawayo skyline: A city on a rise.
This development is not a short term endeavour; it will be a partnership with
the City of Bulawayo for the next 20 years or more.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Hopeville is an exciting development that will

Affordable, sustainable and accessible housing

contribute US$700 million of value to the

options for locals, the diaspora and investors alike.

future of Bulawayo – and it is happening now!
All this will be achieved by an innovative,
This innovative development will

efficient and skilled stakeholder team, working

include:

with Bulawayo City Council, investors and

• Housing for over 30 000 people

developers.

• Townhouses
• Golf Estate

Hopeville will help achieve housing targets

• State of the art shopping complex

and will lead the way for other cities and nations

• Multiscreen cinema and restaurants

in Africa to successfully transform urban

• Sporting facilities

development.

• 8 schools
• Corporate office blocks

Dubbed a “City on the Rise”, reﬂects the fact that

• Parks and recreational spaces

this development will be built on the

• Running tracks

geographical rise (hill) on the edge of the city

• Commercial space for smaller shops

enroute to the airport. The entire development

• Hotel and Conferencing Centre

will transform the landscape of Bulawayo, as

• Medical clinics

well as bringing new opportunities for economic

• Library

growth to our city.

All within a 10 minutes’ drive of

The North of Bulawayo, on the edge of the city,

Joshua Nkomo International Airport

overlooking the high rise buildings in town….

and downtown Bulawayo.

Hopeville will indeed be a CITY ON THE RISE
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OUR PROBLEM

Accelerating Rural-Urban Drift
By 2050 Africa’s population
will be 2.4 billion
43% of Sub-Saharan Africa’s
population is under 14 years
of age
More than 70% of Africa’s
urban population live in
slums
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OUR PROBLEM
Rural-Urban Drift
The rural-urban drift in Africa is well documented but it is vital to note the reality of the fact that with over
a third of African’s already living in cities, and accelerated rural-urban drift in Zimbabwe, by 2050 more than
50% of the Zimbabwean population will live in urban areas.

Population Growth
Africa will account for much of the growth in the world’s population this century, which is
expected to rise from the 7.3 billion people on earth today to 11.2 billion by 2100”. Zimbabwe is
no different, we are growing and will have a population of 19.3 million by 2032.

Slums
With a huge urban expansion, population growth in Zimbabwe as well as across Africa, it is obvious that
food and water shortages, poor infrastructure and a lack of housing are among the problems faced by
governments. Progress in meeting these challenges would be shown by a fall in the proportion of
slum-dwellers, who as stated above, currently
account for 70% of urban inhabitants.

We are aware that we live in times and places where the challenges and
problems we face in the development of our cities are not just local but
continental. Bulawayo, Zimbabwe and Africa are all subject to the pressures
and strains of economic challenges, ballooning populations, and a lack of
housing and infrastructure. Zimbabwe has its own unique challenges in these
areas, which, rather than preventing progress, can help inform the solutions
that are presented here.
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OUR CHALLENGE

Over 1.5 million
people are on waiting
lists for housing in
Zimbabwe
Less than 30% of
Zimbabweans can
afford even the
cheapest house
The ability of
governments and
the private sector to
keep up with change,
and to provide
housing in particular,
seems impossible
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OUR CHALLENGE
House Waiting List

get an income of US$750 and above.” Less than 30%

Both population growth, and urbanisation, is

of urban households can afford the cheapest newly

putting strain on the existing infrastructure

built house.

which is immediately felt in Bulawayo where over
140,000 people are on the official waiting list for
houses. The mayor of Bulawayo has indicated that
this ﬁgure is in reality, three to four times higher
as Bulawayo City Council has stopped registering
this surplus of people. There is also a high
likelihood that those on the waiting list who have
very low incomes are not able to afford the plots
or houses that become available.

Financial Empediments I
Barriers for Buyers
“The cheapest newly built house costs US$18 000
on average which makes it houses beyond the
reach of many since for one to buy this, one has to

Challenges arise as people look for affordable
housing, in an economic environment of
uncertainty.

Meeting the Needs Seems
Impossible
The Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa
(CAHF) Yearbook 2015 paints a clear picture of the
challenges faced: “A strong property market
usually denotes a growing economy and a weak one,
the opposite. Zimbabwe’s housing market, despite
the need being high, is not strong. The demand for
residential property remains high, but activity has
been hampered by low disposable incomes and the
deterioration in liquidity conditions”

Zimbabwe’s population
will reach

19.3 Million
by 2032.

The total number of
households is projected
to grow from 3.1 million in
2012 to

5.7 Million
in 2032
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OUR CHALLENGE

With such a proud and productive history,
Bulawayo is a city poised and waiting to be
revived.
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OUR CHALLENGE

140,000+

people on housing
waiting lists

in Bulawayo is a
conservative estimate
The

medium density
sector has the
greatest
investment
opportunity
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OUR OPPORTUNITY
Rising Middle Class
Financial Institutions
Companies | Businesses
Housing Development | Alternative Approaches Collaboration
Diaspora Investment
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OUR OPPORTUNITY
Accessible housing for the Middle
Class

• ZB Bank had serviced stands in Springvale which

The rapid population growth in Bulawayo presents

• CBZ developed the Nehosho housing project in

a perfect opportunity for the property industry. In

Gweru which consist of 1 095 undeveloped low

terms of housing, Bulawayo will see a lot of growth

cost-residential stands with prices ranging from

across low, medium and high density

US$15 000 to US$23000. Fidelity Life Assurance

developments.

was expected to complete the servicing of stands

There is a huge market for medium
density housing in the young
professionals, families, diaspora and
general middle-income population.

range from US$11 000 to US$26 000 (300 – 600 m²).

of its 5,304 stands in Southview, Harare before the
end of 2015.

• National Social Security Authority (NSSA) is
working on 680 low cost housing stands in
Masvingo. Plans are that after Masvingo it moves to
Bulawayo to construct between 800 and 1,000

This sector of the population is also the hardest hit

housing stands.

by housing shortages.
The Hopeville development, affords another
For the property business, medium density comes

incredible opportunity for Financial Institutions,

with a lot of advantages as it

local and international to take a front row seat in

guarantees the highest returns on investment. This

the development.

is because with medium density you get more
volumes while at the same time getting good
margins. It is also the medium density that cash

Corporates and Businesses
Companies and businesses both local and

from the diaspora will go to.

international have a strategic opportunity to take

Financial Institutions

housing schemes to their employees, and

Financial institutions are promoting housing

relocating their offices.

development through either offering
mortgage loans at accessible rates and terms or by
construction of housing stock.

advantage of this development, both for providing

Hopeville is exceptionally positioned for office
head quarters, being only a few kilometres from
the Airport, and links to the world.

A number of initiatives are in progress at the

As a development opportunity, Hopeville will also

moment, and are clearly outlined by CAHF (2015).

create space for new companies, and the growth

For example:

of current businesses as commercial space will be

• CABS (in partnership with City of Harare)
provided over 3,000 houses in Budiriro in 2012.

made available, as well as hotel and conference
facilities and other possibilities. Employment
creation will explode.
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OUR OPPORTUNITY
Housing Development I
Alternative Approaches

All these developments point to the importance

The importance of bringing down the cost of

and Government to ensure the success of any

housing, and creating new ﬁnancial packages for

development. It also reinforces the willingness of all

individuals and companies will be a key

parties to work together.

opportunity for Hopeville. Transforming the City
on the Rise, opens a world of possibilities on
how houses are constructed, the environmental
impact reduced and developing a “global village”
with a doorway into Africa and the world.

Collaboration I ZIMASSET
Government has instituted some important
approaches to tackle the backlog of housing in
Zimbabwe, which include both the Medium Term

of working in partnership with Financial Institutions

Further, on a whole of Africa scale, the 2015
yearbook report by the Centre for Affordable
Housing Finance in Africa states:
“Innovation in housing ﬁnance –in terms of
products, players, and approaches, not to mention
target markets – is a key feature across the
continent, creating new opportunities for
investment and delivery.”

Plan (2011-2015), which was to eliminate the

Diaspora

housing backlog and halve the housing

The diaspora is well documented and huge.

dependency ratio at the household level by 2015.

Today 600,000+ Zimbabweans occupy skilled and

This is still in process, but was followed by the

managerial jobs in South Africa and in some sectors

Zimbabwe Agenda for Sustainable Socio

like banking, they play a key role. Overseas you can

Economic Transformation (ZIMASSET) which

ﬁnd Zimbabwean medical staff in many hospitals.

stipulates the government’s plans to construct
125,000 housing units by 2018.
These initiatives are attained through the
provision of housing stands, strengthening of
public-private sector partnerships and
re-capitalisation of the National Housing and
National Guarantee Fund, among other measures.
CAHF (2015) outlines the impact these initiatives
have had and the opportunities that they are
creation for housing development in Zimbabwe.

The diaspora injected more than US
$935 million into the economy in
2015, which is 48% of total
remittances of US $2 billion
for that year
There is a huge opportunity to provide a conduit
between the diaspora, directly into housing, for the
beneﬁt of family and friends.
The opportunities exist to use technology to
revolutionise house buying, building and selling,
especially to cater for this huge market opportunity.
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OUR OPPORTUNITY

diaspora injected almost
US$935m into the economy in 2015,
The

which was 48% of total remittances...
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OUR SOLUTION
A Global Village
2 and 3 bed Houses
Townhouses
Duplex and Triplex Housing options
Golf Estate
Shopping Centre
Schools
Office Complexes
Sporting Facilities

Hopeville possesses the opportunity to transform
Bulawayo, impact Zimbabwe, and lead the way on
how urban growth can be transformed across Africa.
13

OUR SOLUTION
A Global Village

3. Working with Bulawayo City Council on

Hopeville will add US $700 million of value, to the

alternative building methods that can

city of Bulawayo. The Hopeville development will

decrease construction costs and increase

be a Global Village in the very sense of the term.

access to housing for many.

Technologically advanced, connected to Africa and

4. Working with both the Private Sector and

internationally, with thoughtful environmental

Local Government to providing ﬁnancing for

considerations for solar and sustainability. The

those looking to buy stands and houses.

Bulawayo North development will completely
transform Bulawayo, Matebeleland and produce
opportunities elsewhere across Zimbabwe.
The properties acquired by Hopeville

5. Developing solar and environmentally
efficient housing solutions to meet modern
standards and increase the sustainability and
efficiency of the city.

(Reigate, Lynden and Hopedale) are all on the
northern side of the city, just 15 minutes from
downtown Bulawayo and enroute to the Joshua
Nkomo International airport. Hopeville is therefore
in an ideal location for medium density housing
development, in line with the City of Bulawayo
Master Plan.
This development is truly an investment in the
future of the city and the nation. The Hopeville
development is also about more than just
providing stands. We are:
1. Making land available for the development of
houses, communities and re-deﬁning the entire
landscape of Bulawayo.

Creating housing for over
30,000 people
8 schools, 3 sporting facilities,
a state-of-the-art office park
and shopping mall.
Stands will be serviced and
range in size from 600 m² to
1,500 m².
The commercial value of
these developments is in
excess of $700 million USD.

2. Developing new methods for the efficient
servicing of stands.
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OUR SOLUTION
Shopping I Entertainment

75 hectares for
a state of the art shopping
centre, restaurants, and a
cinema complex.

Reigate will set aside

Not only will this transform shopping in Bulawayo,
it will also have a huge economic impact on the
north of the city.

The Reigate Mall is adapted from the concept of

Polokwane’s Mall of
the North “...now provides
employment for around
2,000 people, with roughly 1,800

Mall of the North in Polokwane, South Africa.

permanent jobs and about 200 temporary

two ﬂoors,
with capacity for over 260
shopping outlets, and will be looking
Reigate Mall will be built across

to attract anchor tenants such as Pick n Pay,
Woolworths and Edgars.
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For example,

positions.”
Hopeville will also have a smaller shopping area,
able to service the daily shopping needs of local
residents.
Plans are in place for an 80 bed hotel,
conferencing centre and also a fuel garage.

OUR SOLUTION

Commerce I Light Industry I
Office Park
The importance of ensuring those living in the
area have workplaces close by is important, BUT
so too is the opportunity for businesses to
relocate to the edge of the city for

proximity to the airport, and
the transport hub ofJohannesburg.
The Hopeville development will also provide

10 hectares for a huge new
office park to be developed. Which will
attract companies to open new branches and even
head offices, to a new state-of-the-art facility, with
links to Johannesburg and Harare from the airport
only 10 minutes away.
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OUR SOLUTION

Golf Estate
Built along the river at the bottom of the estate and
through the trees, will be an exclusive Golf Estate.
An 18 hole par 3 and 4 course will wind its way
along the river, with a club house, hotel and
conference facilities.
Homes on the Golf Estate will be set on stands of
approx. 800-1,500 square metres and have homes
from 2 to 5 bedrooms.
Houses in this development will be managed under
the Golf Estate Housing Management. Houses are
expected to sell for more than $US250,000 and over
800 homes are planned.
A venture such as this provides homes for those
people moving their homes, businesses and
opportunities to the edge of the city, next to the
airport, connected to the rest of the world.
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OUR SOLUTION

Sporting Facilities

over
10 hectares has been set aside for a dedicated
sporting complex.

All schools will be developed with adequate space for sporting grounds and

This complex, located close to the airport, will have facilities that make it suitable for hosting regional,
continental and international sporting events. The presence of such a facility will also attract tourist
dollars to local accommodation, restaurants and other businesses.
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OUR SOLUTION

Schools
Obtaining skills in Zimbabwe has become a
gateway to opportunity abroad²⁰, however with
the increasing population of Zimbabwe, the
availability of good, conducive schools has
diminished. To help address this gap and make
Hopeville attractive to families, Hopeville is already
planning the development of 9 schools through
proceeds from the sale of houses. In total, there

8 Primary
Schools and 4
High Schools across
the development, with
possibility ofcreating the facilities to
educate over 8,000
students in just a few short years.
will be provision made for
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OUR SOLUTION

Efficient Servicing
Innovation | Sustainability
New Construction Methods
New Thinking in House Sales Process
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OUR SOLUTION
Efficient Servicing

• Less mortar is needed as the blocks are

By working in partnership with BCC and through

interlocking and 75% of construction is by

early involvement of the contractor in the

dry-stacking

planning and approvals stages, the servicing of

• Houses can be completed faster as blocks are

stands with town water, sewerage disposal,

made more quickly and stacking is faster than using

electricity and communications will be

mortar

undertaken quickly and efficiently.

• The blocks are more environmentally efficient
as they use freely-available subsoil and the lack of

Innovation I Sustainability

burning means trees are not cut down. They also

The Hopeville team is journeying alongside

have excellent thermal properties

Bulawayo City Council to get approval for durable

• Local community members can easily be trained

housing and innovative, environmentally

to make and build with the bricks, providing

progressive features. We are also working with the
Ministry of Public Construction and National
Housing.

employment

New Thinking in Housing Sales
The Hopeville development affords an opportunity

Features will include solar power, reducing the

to not just create another development, meeting

burden a large new suburb will place on electricity

departments, construction companies and experts

it is also
an opportunity to revisit the way
houses and plots are sold, and the
amenities and community that are
grown up around the whole
development. Hopeville has recognised the

across southern africa, to ﬁnd ways to reduce cost

huge need for housing and more speciﬁcally, well

of housing construction while increasing quality

developed, smart, modern, family orientated

and speed.

houses and suburbs and use this as a selling point.

One of the various opportunities being explored, is

Hopeville will be using the Hopeville

supply and potentially feeding excess power into
the grid.

New Construction Methods
Hopeville is working alongside government

basic needs for housing in Bulawayo,

the use of Hydraform bricks in construction

Lifestyle Calculatoronline,

instead of traditional mud bricks. The Hydraform

clients with ﬁnancial institutions to streamline the

process takes soil, cement and water and

way houses are sold. Increasing the ﬂexibility for

hydraulically compacts them in a block making

the buyer and reducing waste for the developer.

plant to create bricks without the need for ﬁring

Through Facebook, newslatters and many online

There are many advantages to Hydraform bricks

mediums we are connecting the diaspora and rising

including:

middle class in Zimbabwe to a whole new

• Reduced costs as subsoil is used, no burning is

Global Village right in the heart of Bulawayo.

required and blocks can be made on site,
removing the need for costly transporting
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and linking

WHERE WE ARE NOW
WATER & SEWAGE
BY OCTOBER 2018

TOWNHOUSES
AVAILABLE NOW

Selling Houses
Selling Townhouses Off-Plan
Developing Parks & Greenspaces
Financing Solutions for Clients
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WHERE WE ARE NOW

NEW HOUSES COMING SOON!

WHERE WE ARE NOW

2 and 3 Bed Houses
Stand-alone housing will be available for
purchase. With prices starting from as little as
$US61,974 there are opportunities for families
and the diaspora to secure property in
Bulawayo.
Houses will come with a huge variety of build
options. We will be offering fully ﬁtted houses,
with cottages, garages and walls, as well as a
possibility of just a basic construction that the
owner can ﬁt out themselves!
Hopeville is truly about building a lifestyle and
not just a home. Affording the individual the
ﬂexibility to build their dream home, one piece
at a time.
Houses in the Hopeville development will be
subject to building regulations and aesthetic
conditions which will ensure consistency,
cleanliness and a professional face across the
development.

Hopeville will ensure there are running tracks and
green spaces across the development for you to
enjoy.
Hopeville has architectural rules for Phase 1 to
ensure all homes fit together in the culture and
ethos of the development
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WHERE WE ARE NOW
Townhouses
Across the Hopeville “City on a Rise” initiative, will
be collections of townhouses and custom-built
“villages”. There will be anything between 25 and
50 houses in a cluster, with a combination of 2 and
3 bed, single storey and double storey houses.
Communal gardens, walkways and play areas for
children will be included in the clusters. Also easy
access and security for parking will be provided.

Homes in such complexes will
start from prices as little as
$US60,000 depending on the number of
bathrooms, ﬁxtures and ﬁttings.
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WHERE WE ARE NOW
Duplex and Triplex Housing

Such ventures will also enable companies to form

Investment opportunities for locals entering the

housing schemes with their employees, and large

property market for the ﬁrst time, as well as for the

ﬁnancial institutions can expand their portfolios

diaspora, will be realised in new housing

with international and locals alike.

initiatives such as Duplex and Triplex Houses.
Sectional titles are available for those building
more than one unit on each stand. Hopeville
Properties will also be building two and three
units per stand across sections of the
development, which will enable people to buy a
unit for just $20,000 deposit and $400 a month
over 15 years.
The idea behind this is to make housing affordable
but also of an extremely high quality in a

Buy a 2-Bed double storey unit for as little
as $15,000 deposit and $400 a month for 20
years...!
OR - buy three units for a $35,000 deposit
and approx. $1,300 a month for 20 years...
Rent two units and cover your mortgage... !
The possibilities at Hopeville are endless!

medium-density area.
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WHERE WE ARE NOW
Financing

Hopeville has developed partnerships with banks and corporates
to offer the very best mortgages and financing for clients.
Diaspora mortgages will be available soon and will open the
market even further.

Some of our partners include:
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IMPACT ON OUR
COMMUNITY
BCC Thrives
ZIM-ASSET Targets Reached
Employment Creation
Educating the Next Generation
Stimulating the Economy Investment
Increases Investment
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OUR IMPACT
Enabling Bulawayo City
Council to Thrive
Through the development of more than 6,000
stands, and 20 hectares of townhouses, BCC will get
millions of USD on an annual basis from the
Hopeville development for the growth of the city.

Empowering Zimbabwe
Housing Authority to Meet
Targets
The targets set by ZIMASSET and others are a tall
order, but this development alone meets more than
50% of those targets for Bulawayo and will create
opportunities for many other developments of a

Through a wonderful partnership with the
Education Authority, this development will see
8,000 children educated annually in Bulawayo.

Stimulating the Economy
through Building
One of the biggest impacts of the growth in
Bulawayo North, is the incredible stimulation to
the local economy. Building +/- 10,000 houses
means that materials will need to be purchased.
In effect, building 10,000 houses will take huge
amounts of bricks, cement, timber, roof
coverings, plumbing, electrical material, and
other building materials.

similar nature across the province.

Contractors will be drafted in from across

Employment Creation

Matebeleand to design, build and manage

Between the schools, shopping mall, cinema
complex, various smaller shopping areas as well as
a hotel and sports complex, thousands of jobs will
be created.
This is not to mention the hundreds of thousands
of labour hours that will be needed to build roads,
build houses, shopping centres and all the other
developments. Hopeville is an incredible job
creation opportunity not just in the short term but
for the future!

Educating the Next
Generation
At the moment Zimbabwe is struggling to build
new schools. But this development opportunity
is already planning the development of 9 schools
through proceeds from the sale of houses.
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projects across the Bulawayo North
development.

Investment increases
Investment
Bulawayo North development will become one
of the biggest housing and construction
development in Zimbabwe in 2018, and the
investment of $700 million USD into Bulawayo,
will create a snowball effect with more and more
investors growing in conﬁdence, and
investing in the city also.

OUR IMPACT

It is more than selling stands and houses, Hopeville
has an extremely exciting contribution to redeﬁne
how housing and communities are developed.
30

CONCLUSION
The City on a Rise, not just a new development but a huge venture into the
expansion of the city of Bulawayo, reigniting economic growth, creating jobs
and inspiring hope.
This is not a passive event, we are asking YOU to JOIN US.
Explore the opportunity to buy a house, or buy 300. Have your say in how schools
are developed, shopping malls furnished and the businesses that come to call
Hopeville their home.
The top developers, ﬁnanciers and creative minds in the country are working
together to ﬁnd the best solution for you.
So do not delay, be part of Hopeville today.
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CONTACT US
www.hopeville.co.zw
Hopeville Sales
T: +263 778 952 640
T: +263 715 292 819
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